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International Flights Cleared
For Take-Off At LIA

YXU Air Park is officially open! As aviation enthusiasts
ourselves, we wanted to create a space for likeminded
individuals and families to enjoy spotting aircraft landing
and taking off at YXU. Thanks to our sponsors, together
we made it happen! Park your car or roam around to
enjoy the informational signage when you visit YXU Air
Park located on Creamery Rd. Huge thank you to the
sponsors - ITPS, Airshow London, Diamond Aircraft,
Fanshawe Norton Wolf School of Aviation and M&T. 
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Following a nearly two year hiatus due to COVID-19, the
Government of Canada has lifted restrictions that
prevented LIA from accepting International flights. So go
ahead and start dreaming of your next winter escape as
we anticipate the return of popular sunny destinations in
winter 2022-2023!

A New Hot Spot For
Aviation Enthusiasts

Passengers travelled through
our airport in 2021. That's 50%
fewer passengers than 2020.
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81,511
Aircraft Movements in
2021, the highest recorded
aircraft movements at LIA!

New Aviation Program
Inspires Young Enthusiasts
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The aviation community in London continues to grow as
Montcalm Secondary School and TVDSB team up to offer the
first ever Aviation course for secondary students at London
International Airport. Students will get the opportunity to gain
knowledge and experience in various aspects of aviation such as
mechanics, history, airport management and more, preparing
them for pursuing post secondary education and careers in
Aviation. North America's most desirable aviation community,
here we come!

Together with other Canadian airports, we've teamed up
with #NotInMyCity to raise awareness and take collective
action to prevent, disrupt and end sexual exploitation and
trafficking. This initiative includes educating staff to
recognize the signs of human trafficking and also
providing resources throughout the terminal to ensure
our airport remains a safe place for all.

#NotInMyCity


